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Toreros rushed the court after USD defeated the 25th-ranked Gonzaga Bulldogs in men's basketball.This is only the second time of 35 matchups that theToreros have topped the Bulldogs.

By Matt Roberson
CONTRIBUTOR
The USD men's basketball team
pulled off their best win of the season
this weekend. In arguably one of
the best wins in program history on
Saturday, Feb. 22 the Toreros beat
the No. 25 Gonzaga Bulldogs. The
Toreros came into the game riding
a two game winning streak, while

the Bulldogs were reeling after a loss
earlier in the week at the hands of the
BYU Cougars. In front of an estimated
4,125 fans in the Jenny Craig Pavilion,
as well as a national audience on
ESPN2, the Toreros were able to play
with tremendous energy and knock
off a team that has dominated them in
years past. The Bulldogs had won their
previous 11 games against the Toreros
and an astonishing 33 of the last 35,

making this win even more special.
On top of that, USD head coach Bill
Grier worked as an assistant coach for
Gonzaga from 1991-2007. Grier said
of the win over his former employer,
"That's a really hard program to beat.
You look at it from the mid-90s on,
everybody in this league has struggled
to beat them. That's just an awesome
win," Grier said of the win over his
former team.

USD had staggering advantages
over Gonzaga in several statistical
categories, including free throws and
steals. The Toreros were able to make
23 of their 33 attempted free throws,
compared to the Bulldogs, who went
6-for-ll. Many of the free throw
chances came as a result of fouls on
Gonzaga's sophomore center Przemek
Karnowksi, who fouled out with 4:04
remaining in the game. Karnowski,

who is originally from Poland, finished
with 17 points and five rebounds. He
was able to use his 7'1", 295-pound
body to establish position in the low
post on USD's big men sophomore
Jito Kok and senior Dennis Kramer,
neither of whom weigh in at more than
245 pounds. The same could be said of
Karnowski's teammate Sam Dower, a

See BASKETBALL, Page 16

Students launch rush website Petitions spark debate
Two undergraduates create a new site to ease the
rushing process for fraternities and recruits

for legal marijuana
By Kelsey Grey
STAFF WRITER

By Courtney Ochi
STAFF WRITER
Although preference nights are
over and all the bid cards have been
handed out, seniors Cody Cross and
Carson Drake still have recruitment on
their minds. The two friends recently
created the company GreekRush, an
online platform developed to centralize
the recruitment process.
Though they are members of
different fraternities, Cross a member
of Lambda Chi Alpha and Drake a
member of Phi Kappa Theta, they are
working together to find ways to make
the rush process easier for all those
involved.
The website allows potential new
members to update their rush profiles
with pictures and personal information.
They can then check into rush events
and view rush week schedules directly
from the website. Prior to this system,
each chapter was responsible for
manually collecting information from
the PNMs and notifying them of
rush schedules via their own online
platforms.
GreekRush, located on the web at
GreekRush .co, condenses all of this
information and allows for PNMs,
chapters and administrators to work

Kevin Nelson/The Vista

Cody Cross (left) and Carson Drake (right) are the designers of GreekRush, an online
platform that allows potential new members of fraternities to make an online profile for
fraternities to use during rush week.

together through one platform.
Cross is responsible for the
administrative side of the business,
while Drake leads operations and is
in charge of programming and coding
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A reward for promoting research

Mitchell Malachowski, a professor
of chemistry, will receive a national
award this semester for his work in
promoting student research. PAGE 3

for the site in-house. The two first
developed the idea to maximize the
efficiency of the recruitment process

See MARIJUANA, Page 2

See RUSH, Page 2
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Candidates answer tough questions ranging
from the upcoming election to their ultimate
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USD is now 6-1 on the season after a
dominant performance over Northern
Kentucky
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John Butler plays San Diego
While the proposed merger of Comcast

and Time Warner Cable will impact
consumers, it may also hurt citizens by
limiting American democracy.
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The issue of marijuana legalization
in California is lighting up across the
state as more young adults are showing
their support for the cannabis plant.
Currently, the use of marijuana
for medical conditions is allowed in
20 states and Washington D.C. The
only states permitting recreational
use of marijuana are Colorado and
Washington.
Although
Colorado
and
Washington
are
the
current
"experiment" states for recreational use
of marijuana, conversation in California
is gaining traction as advocates have
started pushing initiatives forward for
approval. According to the Sacramento
News & Review, two initiatives have
already been approved by the office of
the secretary of state to begin collecting
signatures. The initiatives are known
as the California Cannabis Hemp
Initiative and the Marijuana Control,
Legalization and Revenue Act.
Each measure needs to collect
more than 500,000 signatures from
registered voters within a 150-day
period. For the CCHI, the signature
collection deadline was Monday, Feb.
24. By the time this article went to print
the results had not been reported.
If these initiatives meet their

deadlines, voters can expect to see
marijuana legalization as a topic on this
November's ballot.
Nevertheless, other advocates are
deferring until the 2016 presidential
election, believing that the presidential
election will give legalization a larger
platform from which to advocate.
In Oct. 2013, a Gallup poll
was released showing a majority
among adults who support marijuana
legalization for the first time since
1969.
Of those who participated in the
poll, 58 percent said they supported
legalization. When focusing on the
18-29 year-old group alone, the support
percentage escalated to 67 percent.
Senior Ben Compton said that the
issue can be determined by opinion
polls.
"I feel like marijuana should be
legalized simply because late public
opinion polls show that it is in the
majority," Compton said. "There is a
lack of evidence that it causes injury
and there is a deadlock in the research
for the pros and cons of its effects."
Sophomore
Elizabeth
Uribe
disagreed with this analysis.
"To me, if people want to smoke
either cigarettes or weed or whatever,
that's their choice," Uribe said. "But

The John Butler Trio made its final tour stop at
The House of Blues Sunday night.
PAGE 11

Torero Baseball sweeps Northern
Kentucky
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ScandalTown: USD

By Jackson Somes
ASST. NEWS EDITOR
I remember it well. As a high school
student touring the USD campus I, like
the many before me and the many more
to follow, immediately fell in love with
the campus and the school. The efforts
USD employed to convince me to attend
this fine establishment combined with
the small class sizes and dedicated
instructors worked like a charm.
However, there was one factor that I
overlooked when I decided USD would
be the place for me: how scandal-prone
USD seems to be.
I know USD constantly strives to
raise the profile of the school, but may
I suggest raising the profile through
slightly more ethical means. Making
headlines is a great way to share the
mission and social justice philosophy
that drives USD to all corners of the
country. Unfortunately those positive
core values are lost in headlines such
as "USD Blacklisting Speaker Over
Gay Marriage Support Creates Fallout"
or, more recently, "Former dean sues
University of San Diego: Details of
secret recordings, nude photos in
Edward Luck's lawsuit."
Flickr CC/ Brett Levin Photography
Both of these are real headlines.
The former, from a 2012 KPBS article Several new petitions going through the California legal system have sparked new debate about marijuana legalization. Many advocate legalization of the drug before the 2016
election cycle.
and the latter, a December 2013 San
Diego Reader article.
In fact, every year I have attended
USD there has been at least one scandal
or infamous story that has put USD
in the headlines of local and national
media. Back in 2011, my freshman year, MARIJUANA, continued from
"It's flooded
by students from discussion.
information.
the basketball point shaving scandal Front Page
everywhere who come to light up,"
"I have friends who have attention
Barnett feels students can then
broke. A single USD basketball player
Keeling said. "Of course, now it's disorders," Keeling said. "They hate research the drug, like they would
and a former assistant basketball coach
I am not interested in breathing in legalized."
Adderall, but enjoy smoking and it helps for a class research project, and make
had been involved in an illegal gambling someone else's poison."
Keeling said that legalizing them better than other medication."
informed decisions based on what is
ring where certain players would
Students are not the only ones marijuana could have the potential to
On the reverse side, the Center for right for them.
intentionally miss baskets in exchange buzzing about the possibility of bring in tax dollars.
Health and Wellness is not necessarily
"Here are some facts and take it
for monetary payments reaching up to marijuana legalization. The debates
Beyond that, Keeling discussed concerned with the political side as they from here," Barnett said, referring to
$10,000 a game. Perhaps the highlight going on in California have also caught the potential ways in which marijuana are with the university's students.
how she would help inform students.
of this story was that it had drawn the the attention of professors such as Diane could reflect the historical progression
Julie Barnett, the coordinator of a "Make yourself your biggest research
attention of the FBI.
Marie Keeling in the communication of the tobacco industry or alcohol program overseeing alcohol and drugs project."
As I said, this story broke in my department.
industry. If put out into the market, at the Center for Health and Wellness,
Barnett feels that the university
freshman year and at the time I didn't
Keeling, who received her PhD Keeling feels that marijuana will be said that the growing approval for should help students weigh the risks of
think much of it. An institution with from University of Colorado Boulder, regulated but not necessarily treated legalization among young adults does marijuana. She said that the university
a 65 year history is bound to have a has
experienced first-hand
the like tobacco or alcohol.
not surprise her.
should create a strong community in
few blotches on its history, and sports marijuana revolution in Colorado. She
Keeling also finds the purposes
Barnett explained that the most which someone can identify when a
scandals seem to happen all the time. described the atmosphere of the 4/20 of medical marijuana use to be an important part of the marijuana student is struggling and that the student
Little did I anticipate that this would be marijuana holiday in Colorado.
interesting part of the marijuana discussion is providing students with should feel comfortable asking for help.
the foreshadowing of a larger issue.
In 2012, the scandalous nature of
USD would reach international heights.
An invitation extended to the British
theologian Tina Beattie to speak and
receive the designation of a fellowship
at USD was rescinded. It was soon
discovered that the decision to keep
Beattie from speaking on our campus
came after she signed a letter supporting
civil marriage rights for same sex
couples in the U.K. USD administration
The two creators first launched
RUSH, continued from Front Page
defended its decision to revoke the
the website during this past fraternity
invitation on the grounds that Beattie last fall.
recruitment week.
acted as a theologian who clashed with
"IFC was discussing the option
From
the
administrative
Catholic doctrine. Despite the school's of using an online platform for spring standpoint, Devin Gregory, the
position, rejecting a speaker who shows rush," Cross said. "The sororities at graduate assistant advisor for IFC,
solidarity with same sex couples does
USD were already using an online utilized GreekRush to make sure that
not exactly support the "...creating a database, but we knew we could make men going through the recruitment
welcoming, inclusive and collaborative something a million times better. We process were eligible to proceed and
community..." of our mission statement. pitched the idea to let us demonstrate
that all PNMs were accounted for
My junior year has been a
what we could come up with in the throughout the process.
particularly nefarious period. This past spring, and we feel that it was a great
"I was impressed by the grass
fall, the school decided to double-down in success."
roots initiative to make recruitment
scandal-town. First, there was the curious
As USD's greek community simpler to track and more organized
case of self-sanctioning the football
continues to grow, Cross hopes that for all parties involved," Gregory said.
team. Toward the end of a championship the company can continue to help
Cross and Drake are also currently
season, the school announced that
streamline information between all developing a sorority platform for
the team would be withdrawn from
fraternities.
the other side of Greek life. Sorority
championship consideration due to
"As many of you may know, we recruitment involves some similar
Pioneer Football League financial aid
have a new fraternity on campus this elements to the fraternity recruitment
violations committed by the school. It semester and another fraternity coming process, and they are in the process
was a scandal that ended championship in the fall," Cross said. "This brings of building a similar program to the
aspirations of players through no fault of
the total count to eight fraternities. fraternities'.
their own.
With that many chapters, it is almost
Whether or not the program
In the same semester, Dean Luck
impossible to expect men to fill out will be used in the future will be up
of the Joan B. Kroc School of Peace
information for each group eight to the Interfraternity Council, but
Studies resigned from his position
separate times."
the men hope to see the platform
after just over a year. His resignation
Cross hopes that GreekRush will continue to expand not just on USD's
was quickly followed by a lawsuit
help to ease the stress of recruitment campus, but to other universities in the
which, among other things, alleges
sign-ups so that men can focus on western region later this semester and
secret recordings and nude photographs
getting to meet active members of the throughout the summer.
fraternities instead.
stored on University computers. These
Photo Courtesy of GreekRush,co
allegations have yet to be proven true,
The logo for GreekRush.co, the website designed by two undergraduate students for
but are pretty serious claims if they are
fraternity rush week
held up in court.
USD, I'm going to need to talk to
you man-to-man.
You may want to be a little
concerned about the frequency of these
incidents, USD. I know it's a rush to
ULTRAZONE Laser Tag is Hiring For Weekend Employment. Are
see your name in the papers but you
you a high energy and outgoing person? Are you ready for a fast paced and
don't want to burn out too fast. Too
exciting part time job? If the answers are YES then email us at lasertag@
many scandals over a short period isn't
ultrazonesandiego.com - "I'm ready to join the ULTRAZONE team!"
good for your 'scandal longevity.' Keep
maintaining this scandal rate and you
could find yourself in a situation where
you go a period of 20 years without a
single affair.
On a more serious note, I still do
In the Winter Tale article in the Feb. 20 issue, the artistic director was misnamed
not regret my decision to attend USD
as Billy Edelstein. His name is Barry Edelstein.
even though the frequency of these
Kevin Nelson/The Vista
scandals is a bit alarming. At least you
In the Self-defense class article in the Feb. 20 issue, the instructor was mis
know know how to keep things exciting Cody Cross and Carson Drake are the two students who developed GreekRush, a new
named as Heidi Winston. Her name is Heidi Wilson.
and interesting. For that and many other website that they hope will make the rushing process easier for both fraternities and
potential recruits during rush week
factors I hope you never change USD.

Petitions light up marijuana debate

Toreros create
new rush website

CLASSIFIED AD:

CORRECTIONS:
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PUBLIC SAFE
WHAT'S HAPPENING IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD
alcohol/drugs/theft
Feb.23
Location: University Terrace Apartments

Feb.22
Location: San Juan Capistrano Hall

At 3:18 P.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of a theft. Upon investigation, unknown
suspect(s) bent a student's car antenna
between Feb. 22nd at approximately 11 P.M.
and Feb. 23rd at approximately 10 A.M.

At 5:03 P.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of an intoxicated student. Upon
investigation, one student was determined to
be able to care for herself and she was
released to her residence.

•••

•••

Feb.22
Location: San Antonio De Padua

Feb. 22
Location: San Juan Capistrano Hall

At 12 A.M Public Safety responded to a report
of an intoxicated student. Upon investigation,
one student was determined to be unable to
care for himself and he was transported to
Detox.

At 6:06 P.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of an intoxicated student. Upon
investigation, one student was determined to
be able to care for herself and she was
released to her residence.

•••

•• •

Feb.22
Location: Camino Hall

At 8:55 P.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of an intoxicated student. Upon
investigation, one student was determined to
be unable to care for herself and she was
transported to Detox.

•• •

•• •

Feb. 22
Location: West Kiosk

Feb.20
Location: Pardee Legal Research Center

At 2:40 A.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of an intoxicated student. Upon investi
gation, one student was uncooperative and
determined to be unable to care for himself.
SDPD was contacted and they took the student
into custody

2. Call USD Public Safety at extension 2222 from
a safe location.
3. Remain calm, walk quickly but do not run.
4. Exit via stairway, DO NOT USE ELEVATORS.
5. Follow instructions of the Building, Floor Safety
Representatives and Public Safety Department or
other emergency personnel.
6. Seek out and give assistance as needed to any
disabled persons in the area.

Feb.21
Location: Founders Hall

At 12:47 A.M. Public Safety responded to a
report of an intoxicated student. Upon investi
gation, one student was determined to be
unable to care for himself and he was trans
ported to the hospital.

1. Fire alarms or verbal notice will be used to
sound the evacuation.

At 8:38 Public Safety responded to a report of
students causing a disturbance from the
rooftop of the building. Upon investigation,
one student was cited for possession of an
A
alcoholic beverage.

7. If time permits, turn off the power to all electri
cal equipment and close doors.
8. Go to the designated Assembly Area for your
building. These are located outside away from
the building. Keep roadways and walkways clear
for emergency vehicles.
9. WAIT FOR INSTRUCTIONS from emergency
personnel. DO NOT RE-ENTER THE BUILDING
until instructed to do so by the Public Safety
Department or other emergency personnel.
If emergency situations not covered by this information occur, call
the appropriate emergency number for instructions.

CONTACT

emergency : (639) 260-2222 or ext. 2222
non
emergency : (619) 260-7777 or ext. 7777
Mike Van Mierlo/The Vista

Professor receives award
for promoting research
By Leeza Earl
STAFF WRITER
Assisting more than 2,000 facility
and students, USD chemistry professor
Mitchell Malachowski will be one of
only two individuals in the nation to be
awarded the Council of Undergraduate
Research fellow award. The CUR will
give him this award at a conference
in June 2014 for his dedication to and
promotion of undergraduate research.
"I am not only honored to receive
this award but I am more honored to
even be considered for this award,"
Malachowski said.
The CUR Fellow award is given
every two years with a competitive
nomination process. The two individuals
who are selected must demonstrate
several characteristics, such as providing
mentorship and displaying a strong track
record of scholarly and creative projects
involving undergraduate students.
CUR
President Julio Rivera
expressed his excitement and gratitude
for both winners in a USD press release.
"I am so pleased with the sele'ction
of [Doctors] Brodl and Malachowski as
the 2014 CUR Fellows," Rivera said.
"Both of their careers demonstrate that
lives committed to teaching, mentoring
and research can have deep impacts on
students, peers and their institutions."
Senior chemistry major Taryn

Parsons was impacted by his knowledge
of research and is proud to see his hard
work recognized. She expressed her
reasons for believing Malachowski fits
this description for the award.
"Although I have gained a lot from
my research experiences, none of this
would have been possible without Dr.
Malachowski," Parsons said."He makes
you interested in your research even
if you have failed attempts along the
way. He guides you, but is your biggest
supporter for venturing out on your
own."
Malachowski has devoted 30 years
of
research
assistance
to
undergraduate
students at over
400
colleges
and universities.
He has held
more than 50
workshops
to
help individual
in all majors
Mitchell Malachowski
of interest who
wanted to conduct research.
"It's like learning how to ride a bike.
He provides support in the beginning
but once he thinks you can work on your
own he coaches and cheers from the
sidelines," Parsons said. Senior David
Peters, a biochemistry major, explained
his experience while working with

THE VISTA
Editorial -619.260.4584
Business - 619.206.4714
www.theusdvista.com

Malachowski.
"What I have noticed most over
the years about working under Dr.
Malachowski is how he perfectly
balances the amount he engages and
instructs with the degree to which he is
'hands off' and lets us as researchers be
autonomous," Peters said. "He truly is
turning his advisees into researchers, and
a huge part of my decision to continue
my pursuit of research in graduate
school is because of my experience in
his lab."
For the last five years Malachowski
has worked on his own research on
developing metal organic framework;
one of the fastest-growing areas of
chemistry because of the potential use
of these compounds in nanotechnology.
Doing his own research and helping
students across the nation, Malachowski
understands the struggle and fun that
can come with research.
"This is the most fun you could
have," Malachowski said. "If it's not
fun, you can't do it for 30 years."
Malachowski is scheduled to
attend the Council on Undergraduate
Research Conference in Washington,
DC this summer to formally accept the
CUR Fellow award. He hopes that this
award will benefit the USD students
and science departments with a new
core curriculum "R" requirement for
research.
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Media merger may silence our freedom
By Sara Butler
ASST. OPINION EDITOR

Imagine a nation with only five
voices. The U.S. population will still
exceed 300 million citizens, but only
five voices will be heard.
With the proposed merger of
Comcast and Time Warner Cable,
we may be on our way to this reality.
According to Associated Press, this
merger is a $45 billion agreement
between the two cable companies.
By Kendall Tich
OPINION EDITOR
"I'm fine," "Don't worry about
it," "Forget it" and "I'd rather not talk
about it" have become some of the most
common expressions one may hear
when attempting to have an intimate
conversation with friends, significant
others or classmates.
While the receiver of this message
often realizes that the person is trying
to conceal their feelings rather than
discuss them, they still often pretend
everything is fine.
For some reason, it seems to
have become easier for people to hide
their emotions rather than express and
discuss them.
Have we created a generation of
post-vulnerability? In other words,
have we moved away from discussing
our feelings m order to avoid being
seen as emotionally vulnerable in the
eyes of others?
I would argue that while there
are certainly people who are still open
about their feelings, for the most part,
our generation has become somewhat
closed off to discussions that make
people feel emotionally exposed. Many
of these discussions are those that deal
with topics that have become taboo
both on our campus and in society as
a whole.
While
this
is
certainly
understandable, hiding feelings can
negatively affect your experiences
both inside and outside the classroom.
What we feel is very much associated
with what we know and what we are
learning, and by hiding from emotional
vulnerability, we are actually hurting
our growth as students and people.
We often look to others around us
to know how much risk we can take
when expressing our emotions.
At a school like USD, where
many students are from similar
backgrounds, some of the most
enriching conversations are suppressed
by students' hesitance to discuss
issues surrounding topics that we have
made taboo in the classroom. These
may include socio-economic status,
racial identities, gender identities and
homosexuality.
I believe this to be the case
because people are not only afraid of
offending others, but those who would
be offended do not speak up about their
emotions on some of these topics.
In one of my classes this year, we
were discussing race in the U.S. During
the conversation, one White student
mentioned that she did not feel that
race mattered as much in the U.S. as
it used to, since as a country, we have
become accepting of people from all
different backgrounds. A Black student
then took a risk in expressing how he
felt about her comment.
I could not help but to praise him
for his courage to openly discuss his
feelings and how her comment had
made him feel in regards to his racial
identity.
This is the kind of emotional
courage and openness that helps
advance learning within the classroom.
His feelings opened up a larger
discussion surrounding the taboo
nature of discussing race on our
campus, which led to very valuable
conversation that can be applied to our
school and the world around us.
This is just one example of
how we can move away from being
a non-emotional society and try to
get back to a point where we feel
comfortable expressing our feelings
and vulnerabilities.
While it's easier to hide what we
are feeling by using cover-ups such
as "it's fine" or "I'm okay," we are
hindering our learning and growth
because it is the expression of what we
feel that contributes to what we know.
In this country we are fortunate
enough to have freedom of expression,
and that includes the freedom to
express our feelings and emotions. By
doing so, we are creating a more open
and welcoming community at USD.
This makes students more comfortable
to discuss their thoughts, feelings and
emotions with other students, friends
or professors.
This
kind
of
emotional
vulnerability
is
what
triggers
meaningful
conversation
and
discussion, which in turn contributes
significantly to our growth as students
and as people.

top five becomes the top four?
Comcast's attempt to buy out
Time Warner is worrying consumers,
who suspect to feel the pain in their
pockets as cable packages rise in price.
This merger is perceived as creating
a monopoly that will block off equal
access to fair prices and cable company
choice.
While expected for thorough
review by the Department of Justice and
Federal Communications Commission,
we cannot rely on these departments
to secure our freedom. Although we
should trust that these groups are

"Although this merger may also pose an economic threat
to consumers, the real issue is not in our wallets; the
real issue is in our minds. By taking these two national
companies and pushing them into one, we lose more
voices."
As of today, there are about five
major cable companies in the U.S. that
control a vast majority of the market.
While Cox Communications, Verizon
and AT&T all have significant shares
of the consumer base, Comcast and
Time Warner still hold the top two
spots and dominate the industry.
Here at
USD, Information
Technology
Services
provides
students with cable television from
Cox Communication. If you live offcampus, you may have a different
cable provider, such as Verizon or
AT&T.
However, the majority of the cable
programming USD students consume
probably come from these top five
services. What will happen when this

i

on our side, they are focused on our
consumer freedom. With the economy
in the dumps, they are responding to
the public's concern of the merger's
impact on their paychecks.
Although this merger may also
pose an economic threat to consumers,
the real issue is not in our wallets; the
real issue is in our minds. By taking
these two national companies and
pushing them into one, we lose more
voices.
Companies such as Netflix,
AppleTV and Hulu are at the mercy
of this media conglomerate. These
independent companies should not have
to rely on a monopoly to redistribute
their services to the American public.
Not only is this an economic hardship

Ph d n e

for the business, but it also forces
companies to tailor their voice to fit the
agenda of these limited platforms.
Many debates on this issue center
around the consumer concerns, but
Bloomberg Businessweek Magazine
tackles the real issue in their report.
According
to
Bloomberg,
"Concentration of media power in too
few hands not only can lead to higher
prices for consumers but can hurt
variety and quality of programming.
It raises the temptation for owners to
impose their views on a public with
fewer alternatives."
The media merger is the first step
to a society with silenced voices. By
silencing voices, we lose the truth. We
lose the breadth of information and
opinions various media outlets can
provide us. This vast array of complex
views allows citizens to sift through
different agendas to find the truth for
themselves.
Throughout our lives, we are
taught to analyze the messages we
receive. This need for truth and

However, with the stress and
responsibilities we have as students,
this is sometimes hard to put into
practice. Papers, presentations and
projects pile up on us, leaving us
little time to get caught up with what
is going on in the world. When we do
turn on the TV and watch the news, we
often rely solely on one source.
With the shrinking number of
cable providers for television services,
the sources we will be receiving our
information from are dwindling.
The big five is scary enough. As
the big five moves to the big four,
another source is compromised. The
messages we receive are harder to
compare to others, making it hard
for us to be critical consumers of our
information.
America
was
founded
on
democracy, and among these rights
is the freedom of speech. If we allow
major companies to make business
deals to selfishly raise their profits, we
lose more voices in the limited market
of American democracy.

"While media mergers will impact consumers, this
impact is minor compared to the detrimental effect on
American citizens, especially college students. We cannot
afford this economic merger because we cannot afford to
lose another voice."
objectivity typically magnifies once we
enrolled as college students at USD.
Our professors are always encouraging
us to get the whole, well-rounded
story. We have become critical thinkers
with the ability to make decisions for
ourselves.

While media mergers will impact
consumers, this impact is minor
compared to the detrimental effect
on American citizens, especially
college students. We cannot afford this
economic merger because we cannot
afford to lose another voice.

a p p s d f t h e w e e k
UIO

VIO

If you have ever wanted to
transform your voice into
something that sounds
completely different when
you speak or sing, Vio is
the perfect app for you.
It allows you to record
words, change the sound
and share your recordings
with others who have this
application.

FiyiNG C'dRUS
Love Mi ley Cyrus? Love
Flappy Birds? Well you're
in luck, because this new
app combines the face
of Miley Cyrus in a game
similar to Flappy Birds. By
tapping on your iPhone
screen, you take Miley
Cyrus' face through many
different obstacles in
order to try and get seven
medals.

PAPERLESS POST
Want a convenient and
easy way to design, send
and track letters, cards
and invites? If you miss
someone's birthday or
special event, you can
easily send them a card
through this app. You can
even track the cards once
you send them in order to
make sure they get to the
recipient on time.
Frontback

Log in H

FRONTBACK

X

Discover
Notifications
Friends
Two cameras,
one photo.

lasp
4- MA/Slf A

Frontback lets you take
a photo using both your
front and back cameras
and puts them in the same
image. This makes it easy
to upload multiple images
to social media platforms
or to share your photos
with your friends via SMS
or email. Also, you can use
the timer to take photos of
you and all your friends.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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The beef with "Meatless Mondays

Basic benefits of
''Meatless Monday"

Is cutting back on meat really worth it?
By Allison Agre
STAFF WRITER

"Meatless Monday" is a global
campaign that, for personal well-being
and for the well-being of the planet,
challenges people to give up meat at
least one day a week.
Last semester, USD's Be Blue,
Go Green started the campaign on our
campus and this semester the club will
be at it again.
But can going meatless once a
week really make a difference? Cutting
back on meat may be challenging, but
the results are breathtaking.
The meat industry is not gentle on
the environment.
The United Nations' Food and
Agriculture Organization approximates
that the meat industry produces almost
one-fifth of the manmade greenhouse
gas emissions, which is almost 40
percent more than what is produced by
transportation worldwide. And global
consumption of meat is consistently
growing.
The "Meatless Monday" website
says that "reining in meat consumption
once a week can help slow this trend."
It really is an easy and a powerful
way to go green. The Environmental
Defense Fund found that if every
American skipped one meal of chicken
per week, the carbon dioxide savings
would be equal to removing more than
half a million cars off streets in the
United States.
Furthermore, cutting back on meat
is actually a way to help during this

California drought.
According to the Water Education
Foundation, it takes 2,464 gallons of
water to yield one pound of beef in
California. This is equal to the quantity
of water used in taking a seven-minute
shower every day for six entire months.
Contrastingly, only 25 gallons of water
are required to harvest one pound of
wheat.
Another reason for going meatless
once a week is the concern over the
inhumane treatment of slaughtered
animals. The accusations targeted at
factory farms are tireless and abundant.
An article in the New York Times
by Nicholas Kristof says that "a video,
taken secretly by an undercover
worker, shows barns filled with hogs
jammed so tightly into tiny individual
pens that they can't move, chewing
forlornly on the bars that restrain them.
It also shows workers gutting dead
piglets and turning their intestines into
a puree that is then fed back to the
mother pigs, or sows."
This kind of animal cruelty
is reason enough to give up meat
altogether.
Giving up meat altogether has even
more desirable effects. Researchers at
the University of Chicago determined
that converting from a typicalAmerican
diet to a vegan diet is more effective in
the fight against global warming than
converting from a typical American car
to a hybrid.
According to the U.S. Department
of Agriculture, the average American
consumes 21,000 animals over a
lifetime.
A study by a grocery delivery

business, Door To Door Organics,
found that Americans eat almost 50
percent more meat than the suggested
daily amount. This is a lot of meat.
One can improve their health by going
meatless even just once a week.
A Harvard University study found
that swapping saturated fat-rich foods,
such as meat and full fat dairy, with
foods that are rich in polyunsaturated
fat, including vegetable oils, nuts and
seeds, reduces the risk of heart disease
by 19 percent.
Additionally,
the
"Meatless
Monday" website says that giving
up meat can reduce cancer risk, fight
diabetes and curb obesity.
A final reason to participate in
"Meatless Monday" is that vegetarian
options on menus are usually cheaper
than meat options. It's always nice to
save a few bucks.
USD offers a variety of meatless
selections just in case you are unsure
of your dietary options on "Meatless
Mondays".
On Mondays, the SLP features
meat-free dishes during lunch at the
Secret Ingredient station. There are
also vegetarian options on every menu
across campus.
Brook Santangelo, sophomore and
president of the Be Blue, Go Green
Club, is advocating trying out new
food options on campus.
"We can support local farmers by
eating fresh and healthy vegetables
and exploring new food options,"
Santangelo said.
It's a way to create vast results for
a greater world. So why not? Go for it.
Pledge to go meatless on Mondays.

f|imit meat, have more water.
J Cutting back on meat will help with the
California drought because it takes 2,464
gallons of water to yield one pound of beef
in California.

(pat veggies for better health.
Americans already eat almost 50 percent
more than the suggest daily amount, so
reducing meat consumption will improve
one's health.

ave the lives of animals.
Giving up even one meal of meat a week will
significantly reduce the amount of animal
cruelty that occurs before meat is sent to
stores.

Aqkip chicken, keep your car.
If every American skipped one meal of
chicken per week, the carbon dioxide
savings would be equal to removing more
than half a million cars off streets in the
country.
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USD

Semester Pass xjpr
-S

Unlimited Bus & Trolley rides all semester!

ON SALE NOW

Gel discounted
carSgc member

at the UC Ticket Office
through February 20, 2014
GET MORE DONE.

HAZARDS CENTER
Letters
to the
Editor Policy

The Vista strongly
encourages letters
to the editor from
students, faculty, staff,
administration and the
community.

www.sdmts.com

@sdmts

sdmts

ship of $10 and
30 minutes of drive
time free with your
MTS Semester Passl
Use code "mtsl030"

•includes a $15 USD subsidy.

Correspondence should
be sent to editor@
usdvista.com with the
subject line "Letter to
the Editor." Letters for
the up-coming edition are
due Saturday by 6 p.m.

Submissions should be
limited to 500 words and
must include verifiable
contact information.
Letter content is subject
to editing for clarity and
style.

at car2go.com.

The Vista does not
publish anonymous
letters, those addressed
to a third party or letters
in poor taste.

The views expressed in the Opinion section are not necessarily those of The Vista staff, the University of San Diego or its student body.
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Defining a
generation

FEATURE EDITOR
Growing up in a musically
enthusiastic family, music has become
such a huge part of my life that I don't
know what I'd do without it. I actually
did have to give up music as part of a
48 hour media fast for a class project
and avoiding music was one of the
hardest things I've ever had to do. What
I realized through that project was the
immense power that music possesses.
Music is a form of communication
and as such it is so integrated into our
daily lives. Commercials, the radio,
tv shows and movies all use music as
the vehicle for communication of what
is considered popular at the moment.
Whether it's a catchy song that is
created to advertise a sports team, or
a Bruno Mars song bringing Motown
music back into the mainstream, music
expresses what is on the minds of
society, a cultural consciousness.
Many people say that music
defines generations and depicts the
culture of that particular time period,
and to this I wholeheartedly agree. An
example of this that I think is applicable
to our generation or "millennials"
is Macklemore and Ryan Lewis's
"Same Love." Its message is clear in
understanding people's differences and
that love is love no matter who you are
sharing that love with.
Seeing the song performed live in
concert last fall was an overwhelming
experience. An artist who felt so
passionately about what he was singing
about stood in front of thousands of
people sharing his beliefs.
His music not only is entertaining
and fun to listen to on the radio, but it
is a message depicting the culture of
our society. Macklemore is both an
artist and an activist at the same time,
emulating some of the folk singers
of the 1960's protesting action in the
Vietnam War.
Another remarkable song that I
think marks the cultural consciousness
of a generation is "We are the World",
written for the USA Fund for Africa in
1985. It was apparent that the nation's
awareness of need in international
countries was heightened.
By enlisting the top artists of the
time, they could speak out on their
philanthropic efforts. Singers across
genres came together to create a song
that rang true even decades later when
it was re-recorded for the Haitian
earthquake in 2010.
Performers such as Michael
Jackson, Billy Joel, and Cyndi Lauper
spoke out about the need for aid in
Africa in 1985 while Justin Bieber,
Miley Cyrus and Pink sang on the Haiti
track. While the musical stylings of
these artists are clearly very different,
they created an inspirational song that
defined the culture of these generations
through the contributing artists and
subject matter of the song.
The subject matter of songs within
the last two decades have increasingly
become more explicit as changing
cultural norms allow. Sex, violence,
and drugs and alcohol are huge themes
in popular music, another example of
the cultural consciousness playing a
role in the creation of music.
While I agree that it is becoming
normalized to include so much more
explicit content, it is at the same
time disheartening to see a younger
generation being exposed to so much
adult content. If we as the millennials
grew up in the 1950's we wouldn't have
listened to music about people blacking
out or popping mollies. Yet, this is the
culture that society has deemed okay.
While the subject matter of music
may not change in the near future, the
art of music will continue to progress.
Music has been a part of society for
centuries as ancient civilizations
started with ceremonial songs and
chants, resulting in endless forms of
music in the modern era.
Music has evolved much like
humans have. With each passing year,
decade, century and millennium, music
has transformed and recycled itself
into a descriptive form of the collective
consciousness of society. With this in
mind, it seems impossible for life to
continue on this planet without music.
A world without music in many
people's opinions would be an
extremely empty one, and it would be a
world in which I would not want to live.
Music not only provides a snapshot of
where we are as a culture, it's about
where we have been, where we're
going and who we are as a society.

Brittany Carava

A situdent's approach to veg etarianism
By Hannah Holmquist
COPY EDITOR

By Brittany Carava

EDITOR

"I could never do that." These
are the words I would constantly hear
when I first told people that I was going
to be a vegetarian. I still frequently get
this response from others when they
find out about my meatless choice.
However, a few years ago this would
have been my initial reaction as well.
Regardless of the doubts that skeptics
may have, it is possible to maintain this
life choice, and there are almost always
vegetarian options at restaurants and
stores.
There are many reasons people
choose to go vegetarian, from
health benefits to animal rights to
environmental awareness. Countless
research and articles have addressed
how reducing meat consumption will
help conserve the environment or how
eating meat is harmful and cruel to
animals. Whatever the reason, going
vegetarian is not as hard as it seems and
can be healthy.
I went vegetarian about two years
ago as a new years resolution to help
in my training for a half-marathon. A
few months before starting, I began to
cut down on my meat intake, so when I
started it wasn't so difficult. I did begin
to feel a difference in my body almost
right away, both for better and worse.
Most people are concerned that their
body will not be getting enough protein
since they aren't eating meat, and I felt
this. I started feeling weak from not
getting enough protein in place of the
meat I was not eating. From researching
and talking with other friends that

are vegetarian I slowly learned more
about being vegetarian and what I
should add to my diet. Beans, tofu,
eggs, nuts and soy products-are other
foods that contain protein. Once I
started supplementing more of these
foods with other healthy foods to get
a balance of vegetables, fruit, whole
grains and protein, I started to feel the
benefits. I felt more clean, and started
seeing results from my training and
workouts for my half-marathon. Even
after the half-marathon I decided to
keep up the vegetarian diet because I
liked the way I felt.
Although it may not seem like
it, there are almost always vegetarian
options, even at USD. At Tu Mercado,
try building your own wrap without
adding meat or picking up a pre-made
pesto pasta salad. The SLP offers many
vegetarian choices during both lunch
and dinner at the different stations.
Try avoiding meat by adding new
sources of protein, such as beans, or
extra vegetables to your salads. Bert's
offers a few vegetarian hot and cold
sandwiches, and there are a plethora
of options at La Paloma from grilled
cheese to meatless breakfast food.
However, it is easy to use the
excuse of being a vegetarian to justify
bad eating habits. No meat does not
equal extra junk food, something I
have to constantly remind myself. If
the thought of no meat at all is scary
or saddening, start lowering your meat
intake each week. Or even think about
going pescatarian first, which is eating
fish but not other types of meat. Being
a vegetarian does start to become more
natural and should not be a hindrance
to everyday life.

Kevin Nelson/TheVista

Students select healthy options and approach being vegetarian with simple tips.

Neighborhood Spotlight: Normal Heights
Bustling district offers up diverse shops and restaurants
By Brittany Carava
FEATURE EDITOR
Situated between the 1-805 and 1-15 freeways and just south of Mission Valley, is a neighborhood known as Normal Heights. Originally named for the State
Normal School for teachers, the area now boasts Adams Avenue, the main business area for the city. Easily accessible through Hillcrest's bungalow-lined streets, the
predominantly pedestrian downtown offers visitors an eclectic row of antique shops, cafes and coffee shops.

Dining
Black Horse Coffee Roasters:
This cozy coffee shop located on bustling Adams
Ave. specializes in french press, pour over and cold
brews of their diverse mix of roasts. All of their
blends are roasted on site, providing a unique taste
for coffee drinkers who want to spice up their normal
order. They also offer delicious vegan pastries for
their varied clients.

Blind Lady Ale House:
Take a seat at the community style benches and
relax in this laid back pub. Also known as BLAH,
the eatery offers locally brewed beers and specialty
pizzas such as the bacon and egg pizza. The menu is
seasonal so every time you go, you're sure to find a
new treat to try.

Tao Vietnamese and Japanese Cuisine:
If you're looking for an authentic Asian culinary
experience, Tao is the place to go. The eatery
offers authentic noodles, vegetarian dishes and
customizable rice pots. All of their dishes are created
on a 0-10 heat scale, so you can cater your dishes to
your liking. They also offer free ice cream and salad
with all meals.

Shopping
Back From Tomboctou Gallery & Import:
Named for the ancient center of trade, the
unique shop has become one of the largest importers
of Mexican Day of the Dead merchandise in the
U.S. The shop owners take pride in explaining the
many traditions and customs of the holiday to their
customers and visitors are sure to walk away with a
unique treasure and history lesson.

Nickelodeon Records:
This classic retailer features a variety of vinyl
classics and antique American pop. The owners are
two music loving friends who offer their advice
on all vintage music and keep prices moderate. On
Saturday mornings, Nickelodeon displays crates of
$0.50 records outside the store giving passerby a
chance to discover a find of their own.

Adams Avenue Book Store:
Specializing in rare and out of print books, this
shop has a huge variety of volumes to entertain any
reader. The two-story brick building contains books
on everything from religious studies to books on
WWII. There are even two house cats to greet you at
the door as you lose yourself in the endless shelves
of novels and non-fictions.

Other Adventures
Adams Avenue Street Fair:
Normal Heights hosts Southern
California's largest free music festival
which is typically held the last weekend
in Sept. Last year's festival featured
punk band The Standells, a rock band
that started in the 1960's that shaped
the style of the Ramones and the Sex
Pistols.
Tasty Truck Tuesdays:
If you love sampling tasty food
with food truck flair, Adams Ave. offers
up a round up of trucks on Tuesday
nights to satisfy any craving. Diners
can listen to some jazz music while
they pick out their choices among the
rotating schedule of food trucks that
come through the area. Some favorites
are Devilicious, a truck specializing in
comfort food with a sinful twist, and
the Pierogi Truck specializing in all
types of traditional Polish dishes.

Photos Courtesy of SanDiegocentric/Flickr Creative Commons

Artlab Studios:
Part art studio, part concert
venue, Artlab provides a dynamic
environment for creative professionals,
working artists, and beginners. As
a membership based facility, they
provide private studios for resident
artists as well as open studio space
for working members. There is a large
monthly calendar featured on their
website highlighting different gallery
openings and concerts focusing on
local artists.
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Eating intuitively: taking a non-diet approach to nutrition
By Brittany Carava
FEATURE EDITOR
UC Forum B bubbled with
conversation Tuesday, Feb. 25 as
Megan Holt, a registered dietician
working in USD Athletics took the
microphone. As part of National Eating
Disorders Awareness Week, which was
hosted by the Center for Health and
Wellness Promotion and the Women's
Center, Holt lead a discussion on what it
means to be a healthy eater with a nondiet approach. Completing her doctoral
work in Public Health Preventive
Care at Loma Linda University this
past summer, Holt is undoubtedly
experienced in the areas of disordered
eating and nutrition.
With this experience she was able
to provide a comprehensive look at
different forms of disordered eating

and dispelling myths about certain
disorders. "It is important to look
at disordered eating as a spectrum,
rather than individual diagnoses where
a client falls into one category or
another," Holt said.
She identified not only the
symptoms and behaviors of people
with bulimia and anorexia but also
orthorexia, a disorder characterized by
an extreme or excessive preoccupation
with avoiding foods perceived to be
unhealthy. While "clean eating" is a
term thrown around as of recently,
Holt explained the difference between
having this outlook as a way to eat
healthy and obsessively wanting to stay
thin by eating only foods designated as
"clean" or "healthy".
Holt explained continued on to
fad diets and why research studies
have supported that these are not

maintainable over a lifetime. "Diets
such as Atkins, South Beach and the
Cookie Diet generally cut out large
food groups and focus on other specific
food groups such as high protein," Holt
said. Specifically a study conducted at
UCLA followed participants for five
years while they were on certain diets.
The study concluded that the majority
of participants gained initial weight
back after just two years of going off
the diet. This contributed to dieticians
creating a more sustainable form of
eating known as intuitive eating.
This form of nutrition includes ten
steps to allow both mental health and
physical health to come together and
create a healthy way of eating.
Holt also discussed body image
and the immense influence of media on
young females' self esteem and body

image. She highlighted a particularly
alarming study on body image on
young women in Fiji conducted by
Anne Becker. In traditional Fijian
culture, more robust curvaceous
women were seen to be more visually
pleasing as opposed to skinny women
who were seen as sickly or poor. Prior
to 1995, there was no television in the
island nation. However, three years
after television was introduced, in
1998,62 percent reported that they had
engaged in dieting behaviour in the 4
weeks prior to the study and 74 percent
believed that they felt "'too big or fat' at
least some of the time, in sharp contrast
to previous prevailing traditional norms
supporting a larger body size." This
study supported the effect of Western
media on impressionable cultures such
as the young women in Fiji.

Holt's discussion of disordered
eating and body image resonated witfi
the female audience in attendance and
provided a new perspective on the
concept of nutrition.
"I thought what the speaker had
to say was very refreshing and an
important reminder that disordered
eating comes in many forms,"
sophomore Shannon Trujillo said.
The discussion kicks off a week
long of activities and discussions on
eating disorders and body image, an
issue that both the Center for Health
and Wellness Promotion and Women's
Center take seriously. Both groups on
campus provide a variety of resources
to students and can help outsource to
local centers specializing in nutrition
and eating disorders.

Honor your feelings without using food: Find ways to comfort, nurture,
permanently

Honor your hunger: Keep your body biologically fed with adequate
energy and carbohydrates. Otherwise you can trigger a primal drive to
overeat.
Make peace with food: Call a truce, stop the food fight! Give yourself

unconditional permission to eat. If you tell yourself that you can't
or shouldn't have
deprivation that bu
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because you ate a piece of chocolate cake. Chasing the Food Police
away is a critical step in returning to Intuitive Eating.

Respect your fullness: Listen for the body signals that tell you that

you are no longer hungry. Observe the signs that show that you're
comfortably full. Pause in the middle of a meal or food and ask yourself
how the food tastes, and what is your current fullness level?

Discover the satisfaction factor: The Japanese have the wisdom to

distract, and resolve your issues without using food. Anxiety, loneliness,
lions we all experience throughout fife. Each has
boredom, anger are emotions
its own trigger, and each has its own appeasement, Hood won't fix any
of these feelings.

Respect your body: Accept your genetic blueprint. Just as a person

with a shoe size of eight would not expect to realistically squeeze into
a size six, it is equally as futile (and uncomfortable) to have the same
expectation with body size. But mostly, respect your body, so you can
feel better about who you are.

Exercise - feel the difference: Forget militant exercise. Just get active

and feel the difference. Shift your focus to how it feels to move your
body, rather than the calorie burning effect of exercise. If you focus
on how you feel from working out, such as energized, it can make the
difference between rolling out of bed for a brisk morning walk or hitting
the snooze alarm.

Honor your health - gentle nutrition: Make food choices that honor

your health and tastebuds while making you feel well. Remember that
you don't have to eat a perfect diet to be healthy. You will not suddenly
get a nutrient deficiency or gain weight from one snack, one meal, or
one day of eating. It's what you eat consistently over time that matters,
progress not perfection is what counts.

existence-the pleasure and satisfaction that can be found in the eating
experience.

Information Courtesy of IntuitiveEating.org
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Azusa Pacific University's Master of Professional Accountancy program is dedicated to training ethical and competent
certified public accountants. The nation's largest Christian accounting endowment makes this program affordable, and its
requirements satisfy California's new 150 Rule for CPA licensure. The Becker Exam Review fee is included in the cost of the
program, and students with at least a 3.3 GPA are eligible for scholarship funds. Azusa Pacific is one of only two Council for
Christian Colleges & Universities (CCCU) schools nationally to offer an MPA.
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2014-20(5 AS Presidential Candidates
SUKHPREET BAINS

If you were stranded on an
island and could only have
three things, what would
they be?
^

(f you could have any superpower,
what would it be and why?

MOTIVATION FOR LEADERSHIP:

YEAR:
Junior

MAJOR:
Business Administration

HOMETOWN:

Hamburg, Germany

f 1

What gets me out of bed in the
morning is my love for USD and
the determination to make it greater.

HOBBIES:
Laughing, drinking too much iced chai
tea and reading Harvard Business
Review.

GOALS AS PRESIDENT:
As AS president, my platform would focus on
five key components: build torero culture,
connect toreros to alumni, activate
entrepreneurs, promote inclusion and diversity
and integrate changemaking.
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QUALIFICATIONS:
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(have been in Associated Students for two pars,
having served as residential and academic senator,
as well as senate parliamentarian. I also created and
developed the first Ghangemaker Student Committee,
a group of passionate individuals committed to
creating the Ghangemaker Fest and pursuingfcther
changemaker initiatives, (n 2013,1 led 100 volunteers
at the AshokaU Exchange, a global convening of social
entrepreneurs consisting of 650 attendees'fom 40
different countries and 150 different institutions.
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DOMINIC PERA
GOALS AS PRESIIENT:

MOTIVATION FOR LEADERSHIP:

YEAR:
Junior

MAJOR:
International Relations

HOMETOWN:

Denver, Colorado

1

Primarily, I LOVE USD! In all honesty, since high school
I have always been one that has thoroughly enjoyed
helping others. Coming from Catholic education throughout
my whole life, my personal mantra is, "Being a Man, with
and for Others." Simply put, I not only want to help others
enjoy their lives, but I want to enjoy it with them.

HOBBIES:
Surfing cooking, reading The Economist,
paddle boarding, swimming, running,
solving problems, fixing things

I hope to continue efficiently solving all student-life
problems while introducing better .opportunities for
involvement, professional enhance lent and school
spirit. My hope is that each of us g aduates with all
academic, professional and personal skills needed
to succeed in the world.

QUALIFICATIONS:
(have served as a senator for two years on the
Student Life Committee and my sophomore year
I was the committee chair. I currently serve as
the AS director of wellness and Attainability.

(think I'd want to be
able to read peoples minds
because then ( know how to better
solve problems as future president
and see into the future to see how
well possible initiatives turn out
that are targeted at enhancing
the lives of all students
on campus.

VOTE
DOM

AS PRESIDENT

TODD SIMONSON
HI

MOTIVATION FOR LEADERSHIP:
I saw a window of opportunity. I'm the only person
running for president that isn't in AS and thought
there should be some change in perspective on AS
and someone should speak to what students
actually want from our student government.

GOALS AS PRESIDE
I am excited and both want to help change the. University
to continue on its path toward diversity and inclusion,
but I also seek to maintain the reputation that Associated
Students has built up over the great amount of time that
it has been here at tnis school.

QUALIFICATIONS:
HOBBIES:
My hobbies include swimming, reading
and spending time with my girlfriend.

I am a natural leader, great communicator, and
am very involved with student life. I am running
for president as a candidate that can provide
fresh ideas and a new perspective to
Associated Students.

Images Courtesy of Palosirkka/Wikimedia Commons, Sukhpreet Bains, Dominic Pera, Todd Simonson
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The Walking Dead returns to TV
Episode 10 ends the mid-season hiatns
Bv John Barnum
CONTRIBUTOR

By Khea Pollard
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR
Freshman year, suitcase in hand, I
was dropped off in the valley with a car
full of belongings and two very proud
parents. I was moving in early for the
Summer Bridge program sponsored
by Student Support Services. Students
from this program helped me move
my heaviest items into my new space.
When sufficiently moved in, my mom
looked at me seriously and told me
this is where I belong. She said I've
worked just as hard as anyone else here
and I deserve my place, just as much as
everyone else. I didn't understand why
she said this at the time. I brushed it off
even. But after my experiences here at
USD I now see my skin color atop the
list of differences between me and the
average USD student. And I get it.
Approaching my senior year I'm
satisfied. Satisfied with the quality
of education at my disposal, with the
pristine lawns and fountains where I
sometimes spend my afternoons and the
quality connections with people I've
made thus far. But do I bleed Torero
Blue? No. I'd have to answer no and
here's why: my school is not a reflection
of me. As an African American student
I am underrepresented and it is very
obvious. I see it in the culture, the
faculty and administration and even in
the Board of Trustees.
Ask yourself what this might
feel like. To know you must seek out
special spaces to connect with people
who share similar experiences to yours.
Spaces containing people who can
relate to you personally, who share a
similar socioeconomic background;
people who truly know what it means
to struggle. This transcends man-made
racial boundaries. Struggle doesn't
have a race. It's important to me and so
many other students to see ourselves at
USD. It's a morale thing.
I attended an incredibly diverse
performing arts middle and high
school in San Diego. I never realized
how much of me is constructed from
the pieces of that puzzle. As a student
there, I was exposed to a multitude
of ethnic groups. A plethora of Asian
ethnic groups were represented, there
was a vibrant Latino population,
multiple African Americans in every
class, white people mixed in well too.
None of us students thought this was
odd or extraordinary. We encountered
a little bit of everything and it was
commonplace. This was how education
was. My experiences at this school
were special in that way. Many of us
bonded over art and race was never a
defining characteristic of a friendship.
Fast forward to USD. I've been
called a "Black friend." Most days
I add the only speck of color to a
predominately white classroom. Yet
I look at the campus brochures and I
see students of color adorning the front
page. I'm not a token. The heaviest
burden walking this campus comes
from me perceiving students perceiving
me. People expect me to fit a certain
stereotype, a certain mold because
of the color of my skin. How many
students here understand Blackness is
skewed. This can be traced to a lack of
exposure to anything other than their
comfort zone; people who look as they
do. Even in terms of class, blessed are
the students who will never know what
it means to need financial aid. Though
they're fortunate, I have no desire to be
them. I respect my struggle. It is a part
of me.
Instances of discrimination happen
on campus daily. These instances
are not overt or tangible. There is no
evidence except in the stories my
friends tell me. It can be something as
simple as a remark or a gesture. That's
all it takes to have a negative impact
on someone's spirit. Everyday microaggressions chip away at soul overtime.
No one wants to have experienced this
at their alma mater.
So, embrace that multiethnic
elephant in the room. Discuss it and
question your perspective. Don't
remain satisfied coloring within the
lines drawn for you. We are in college
now, free thinking individuals. Think
actively.
I've had a lot great experiences
here and I feel extremely lucky to
be where I am today. Everyone isn't
afforded the opportunity to attend
a high caliber school like this one.
Everything I've learned here I will
carry with me for the rest of my life.
USD is home. Good, bad, or indifferent
and I will be as proud as ever come
graduation time. But, I reserve the
right to critique what I love and this
university is no exception.

Alas, finally it is revealed what
happens to the group after the colossal
destruction known as the season 4 midseason finale. As you may remember
this catharsis was'followed by a dead
pdriod of nearly two months. Returning
from the dead in episode 9, "After",
follows Rick and Carl through their
father son bonding when they believe
everyone they know and love to be
dead. Simultaneously, the audience is
allowed to tag along with Michonne
as she reverts to her old habits. Aside

from learning a bit about Michonne's
troubled past and watching Carl eat a
giant can of pudding, not much happens
in terms of continuing the plot.
Episode 10 "Inmates," answered
every question spawned by "After."
The method in which questions are
answered are reminiscent of pulp
fiction-esque magnificence that would
better be watched than read. The episode
begins by tracing Beth and Daryl's
escape from the war torn camp. When
they finally escape their marauders for
a moment, Beth brazenly prods Daryl
into looking for the lost children from
the camp. The clever camera shots

follow Daryl by directing attention
to tracks, crushed berries, blood on
branches and rabbit skins. All the while,
exposing Daryl's newfound pessimism
when he says an assortment of mean
things, one of which was: "Faith never
helped anybody, it especially didn't
help your dad." Norman Reedus,
who plays Daryl, does an amazing
job completely transforming Daryl's
serious but optimistic attitude into
a cold, unapproachable cynic. They
eventually come upon a zombie feast
consisting of several dead bodies.
Viewers of the carnage' may be
shocked when thinking about the well-

Photo Courtesy of Gene Page/AMC
Sasha (Sonequa Martin-Green) and Bob Stookey (Lawrence Gilliard Jr.) in Episode 10

being of the children in the scene.
But the focus shifts from this scene to
the desperate dash of Tyrese, Lizzy,
Mika and Judith as they run from the
oncoming horde during the attack.
The group is shown leaving tracks by
eating berries and stepping on them,
leaving blood on branches from shot
wounds and Tyrese and Lizzy's killing
of baby rabbits for food. The bodies
Daryl and Beth see are apparently
those of another group under attack.
By trying to save this group, Tyrese
puts himself and the girls in a bit of
a kerfuffle which only the prophetic
return of Carol can pluck them out of.
The suspense builds as Tyrese crushes
zombie heads while another zombie
approaches the girls, who are left
defenseless. Judith doesn't stop crying
until Lizzy begins to smother her, and
the gun Tyrese gives to Mika proves to
be useless as she fires shot after shot
into the chest of the hungry undead.
Just as the walker reaches the girls
and it looks as though Judith is about
to run out of air, we see Tyrese killing
the last zombie and the last survivor of
the unknown group gets bitten. With
Tyrese completely depressed, Carol is
seen holding Judith and leading Lizzy
and Mika to Tyrese.
The scene shifts to Maggie's quest
to find her husband. Sasha and Bob
struggle to keep up with her. While
Sasha complains about Maggie's
impulsiveness Bob shows mental
strength by remaining level-headed
and attempting to placate both Sasha
and Maggie. They come upon the poor
inhabitants of the bus, who are mostly
devoured.
Glenn is not on this bus, he is
trapped in the prison. He escapes by
barreling through a gauntlet of hungry
ghouls wearing his trusty riot gear.
On the way out, he spots one of the
Governor's former militia members.
He stops and contemplates whether
or not to be the bigger man and save
them. After walking back and forth for
a couple of minutes he finally decides
to do so. After successfully making
their escape, Glen collapses from
exhaustion and three iconic comic
book idols are introduced to the show.
Frankly, the ending of the episode
leaves the audience a bit hungry...and
pissed off.

The Cropper Writing Series is a hit
Poets Esther Lee and Gary Jackson visit USD campus
By Shannon Meyers
CONTRIBUTOR
. The Manchester Auditorium was
abuzz Feb. 21, as authors Esther Lee
and Gary Jackson were ushered into
the room by a crowd of teachers, staff
members and eager students. Every
year, in honor of Lindsay J. Cropper,
the university hosts three to four writers
of poetry and prose to come and share
their work. This year commemorated
the 10th Anniversary of The Lindsay J.
Cropper Memorial Writers series.
The Lindsay J. Cropper Center
for Creative Writing as well as The
Lindsay J. Cropper Memorial Writers
series was established at USD in 2004
in her memory. She was an alumna of
USD, an English major and aspiring
writer, who died tragically in 2000.
The Memorial Series has evolved in
a short time into one of San Diego's
premier literary events. Lindsay's
mother Dorothy Cropper attended
the reading as well as many aspiring
English students and professors.
Lee is the author of "Spit" and
her chapbook, "The Blank Missives,"
as well as winner of the Elixir Press
Poetry Prize (2010). Her poems and
articles have appeared in literary
magazines such as "Ploughshares"
and "Verse." A Kundiman fellow, she
has a PhD in creative writing/literature
from the University of Utah. She is an
assistant professor of creative writing
at Agnes Scott College in Decatur, Ga.
Lee said she is attracted to
dangerous materials in her work, such
as insulation, dead fish and the toxic.

Gary Jackson

Some of her works reintroduce the gaps
and understanding between immigrant
parents and their children.
During the reading, Lee read her
poems with confidence. Her clear, crisp
voice resonated through the room.
In college, she majored in visual
arts. It was a mentor who suggested
that she take creative writing classes
because her art revolved around
literary elements and language. After
she graduated, Lee traveled to Korea.
When she returned, she took her
mentor's advice and began taking
creative writing workshops to develop
her talent and technical skill.
She read a few poems from her
book "Spit" as well as a few poems she
is currently working on.
In "Tongues for 'Typhoid Mary,"
Lee explained that this poem centered
on character and showing empathy. It
contained a lot of tongue twisters. Lee
asked, "What if the reader literally trips
over the words?" By slowing down to
carefully read her poem, the reader is
better able to digest the depth of its
words.
She then read "In June we Buy a
New Mattress" as an example of her
prose poetry. She even shared one of
her works in progress titled: "That
Which is not Paper." She explains that
the inspiration from this poem came
from a hand-written note of a neighbor
that read, "I had a mop stolen from
my back porch. If you see someone
looking suspicious with a mop in their
hand-let me know."
As Lee stepped down from the
podium, the audience was ablaze with
applause and chatter. She smiled and
thanked Professor Halina Duraj for
inviting them there. Duraj did a brief
yet informative introduction to Gary
Jackson and by the time he stood up,
the audience was eager to hear what he
had to say.
Born and raised in Topeka, Kan.,
Jackson is the author of the poetry
collection "Missing You, Metropolis,"
which received the 2009 Cave Canem
Poetry Prize. His poems have appeared
in "Callaloo," "Tin House," "The
Laurel Review" and elsewhere. He's

also published in "Shattered: The
Asian-American Comics Anthology,"
and is the recipient of both a Cave
Canem and Bread Loaf fellowship.
Jackson currently teaches as an
assistant professor at the College of
Charleston in Charleston, SC, and at
the low-residency MFA program at
Murray State University in Murray, Ky.
He read a few poems from his book
"Missing You, Metropolis." Jackson
read with such strength, his tone
reflects both the inner and outer story
of his poem. He has been a fierce lover
of comics for over 20 years and this is
integrated throughout his writing. The
audience was in a silent awe as his
poetry addressed a serious topic, while
maintaining a humorous undertone.
The first poem he read was "Gap."
He explained that it was about his
mother and sister, and that it hold a lot
of sentimental meaning for him.
"Nightcrawler Buys a Woman
a Drink" was humorous and had
the audience laughing. The poem
conveyed the story of Nightcrawler in
a bar, but also touched on deeper issues
of difference and acceptance. The line
'Show me a woman not afraid of a
mutant man' speaks so much to this.
Jackson then read a few of his
works in progress. "Eulogy That Was
Already Dead Before" conveyed the
death of one of his friends and his
feelings about writing poetry about it.
The poem had an emotional impact on
the audience with one of the last lines:
"I said spiderman-when I should've
said you."
When Jackson finished,
the
audience was again in uproar. Their
appreciation could be heard through
their applause. Then both authors stood
on stage for questions.
When asked what or who inspires
them to write, Lee said that she
gravitates towards historical figures
as well as the idea of misfits. She said
that she's had great mentors who have
inspired her. Jackson also said that a
college poetry professor inspired him,
championing and encouraging his
work. He has also been inspired by
Langston Hughes and he really likes

Amy Lee

Bryan Dietrich, the author of "Krypton
Nights."
When asked what their writing
process was like as well as what their
writing habits were, Lee said that she
looks at her students as well as her life
experiences. She looks at things out
of context because being a poet and
a writer is about noticing things and
noticing the human voice. Jackson said
that everyone has a story to tell. People
think that poetry has to be centered on
suffering but it doesn't.
When asked how they knew
a poem was finished, Lee said that
finished oftentimes equals abandoned.
At some point you have to let it go.
Tinkering with a poem too much can
change it into something that isn't as
good. Jackson simply nodded his head
in agreement.
Shortly after the reading and the
question and answer session, there
was a reception in the Manchester
Conference Center, where Jackson and
Lee talked freely with the students.
Jackson "Missing You, Metropolis"
and Lee's "Spit" were on sale and
both authors were happy to sign
them. Both Jackson and Lee were
approachable and friendly. A number
of students went up to the authors
and asked them about their work.
Jackson and Lee not only answered
their questions with enthusiasm but
also inquired about the lives of the
students. For more information about
the Cropper Readings, visit the English
department's website.
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Defining the Industry.
Shaping Your Career.
Introducing a

Master of Finance
from the Rady School of Management
at UC San Diego
Harry Markowitz, Nobel Laureate
Adjunct Professor of Finance
Rady School of Management

Learn at a Top-Ranked University from
Faculty Who Have Defined the Industry
The Rady School of Management's one-year
Master of Finance offers rigorous, hands-on
training that prepares graduates to work in an
environment where quantitative and analytical
skills are at a premium. The degree combines
courses in econometric and statistical methods
with curriculum emphasizing computational and
data analysis skills to offer practical, hands-on
experience with financial data.

MBA Program
Master of Finance
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John Butler Trio finishes epic tour in San Diego
The House of Blues downtown was filled to capacity with fans
By Lauren Alders
CONTRIBUTOR
The rampant applause comes to a
standstill only for a moment as John
Butler walks on stage and picks up
his guitar. At 9 p.m. on Sunday, Feb.
23, acoustic riffs pierced through the
walls of a sold out show at the House
of Blues in Downtown San Diego.
The last show in their five-week
tour draws an eclectic and charged
crowd, alive with excitement. The

trio plays a wide array of songs from
all different albums, showcasing the
impressive talent and unique style that
encompasses their music.
The House of Blues is a chain
of music venues located all over the
country, originating in Cambridge,
Massachusetts. The House of Blues
venue in San Diego is nestled in
the heart of the Gaslamp district
downtown. It is a hub for a wide range
of distinguished artists and musicians,
making it one of the most well known
venues in San Diego.
There is not one eye in the house

that is not fixed on the mesmerizing
movement of John Butler's fingers
across each string of the guitar. The
flawless ease tocreateevery note and the
fearless and high-speed rhythm garners
more intensity with each second. Half
way through the set, the crowd gazes
in amazement as John Butler performs
one of his most soulful and gripping
instrumental pieces, "Ocean." Through
the haze of the smoke, John Butler Trio
gives an unforgettable, non-stop two
and a half hour performance.
John Butler Trio is known for
their inspired instrumental melodies

as well as their soulful lyrics. The
band formed in Australia in 1998
and started by playing in local bars.
The group is influenced by a number
of different styles including acoustic
rock, bluegrass, folk and Indian. This
diverse background shines through in
their music, as creativity remains an
anchor throughout their performance.
Each member feeds off the energy of
the others, crafting spontaneous jam
sessions and a personal feel to the
performance. On Sunday night, this
energy is evident in the audience as
shouts for an encore fill the intimate

space and the band runs back on stage
to perform three more songs.
After Sunday's performance, John
Butler Trio is taking a break from their
tour, but leave again in late March to
play in Australia and Europe. They
will be back in the United States in
June to do a few shows in the Midwest,
including the renowned Bonaroo
Music Festival in Tennessee. Before
exiting the stage for the last time, John
Butler said, "Next time two nights at
this venue." If this is any indicator, San
Diego will be seeing a lot more of John
Butler Trio in the near future.
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Electronic rock duo Phantogram debuts their new album
By John Bamum
CONTRIBUTOR
Phantogram's second full length
album, "Voices," was released last
week, Tuesday, Feb. 18 to prime fans
for a performance that weekend at
the Red Bull Sound and Space in
L.A. ( Formed in 2007 by high school
friends Sarah Barthel and Josh Carter.
Phantogram has released several EPs
preceding their new album, along with
their first full length album "Eye-lid
Movies." The album "Voices" includes
the songs: "Black Out Days," "Bill
Murray" and the radio hit "Fall In
Love."
The cover, a picture of the
group cloaked in shade, acts as a
tuning fork for the music, creating a
sense of darkness and obscurity that
reverberates through the album. Bits
and pieces of of different stories are
revealed in songs like "The Day You
Died" and "Never Going Home."
These stories feature several different
people in different situations, matching
the cover by obscuring our perception.
When listening to the actual album,
one is immediately entranced by all
the different sounds and rhythms
introduced by the song "Nothing But
Trouble." The song slowly builds up
as more and more rifts are introduced,
all leading to an incredible climax
that smoothly transitions into the next
song, "Black Out Days." This track
bombards the listener with heavy
bass and dynamic vocals. With only
a few short breaks in the song, the
instrumentals create a river of sound
that abruptly drops with a single line.
These instrumentals are the perfect
ending for the piece, making it sublime.
After after a small breather, the
track "Fall In Love" begins. Mixing
nostalgic 1920's style melodies with
dub step-esque beats, the artist has
created a song so dynamic it can be
recognized as three or four different
songs. The song is so stimulating, it
includes a short intermission simply
for the listener's safety. It is arguably

P h o t o Courtesy Phantogram

the best song on the album, provided
it does not get played a hundred times
on the radio. Following this song, is
the soul touching song "Never Going
Home." The song starts out sounding
like a lament of lost love but picks
up to become hopeful love song with
a familiar love song rhythm. This sad
and happy dynamic equates this song
to a gothic romance, relatable through
its dark and spooky undertones.
Next is "The Day You Died." It
has a 90's pop style beginning rift that
grows as it is accompanied by drums,
bass and music board effects. The
relatively upbeat rhythm of the song
almost hides the fact that it is a crushing
"tell off' from the burned lover. The
lyrics of the song are hard to decipher
without the addition of the booklet
that comes with both the physical and
online album. This booklet, however,
does not help to decipher the next
song "Howling At The Moon." What
it lacks in comprehensiveness it more
than makes up for with heart-pumping
beats and striking imagery. Following
this song, "Bad Dreams" incorporates a
tension-building rhythm roller coaster
thats peaks are crowned by the angelic
vocals of Sarah Barthel.
"Bill Murray" slows the pace down
with a steady beat and somber lyrics.
This song is an appropriate prelude to
"I Don't Blame You," a song of lost
love made complete by Josh Carter's
melancholy tone. This song parallels
with the final song on the album,
"My Only Friend," which is open to
interpretation. It seems to indicate a
broken heart translated by a sorrowful
rhythm.
"Celebrating
Nothing"
provides a spectacular buffer for these
two moody pieces. Under the guise of
a typical party song, Phantogram dives
deep into a mind plagued by doubt and
fear revealing a formidable reality.
The overall album is a masterpiece
of auditory and visual art. Album
highlights are: "Black Out Days,"
"Fall In Love," "Never Going Home"
and "Bad Dreams." Recommended
if you like: Glitch Mob, Lorde, Artie
Monkeys, RjD2, or Kid Cudi.
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"I am interested in exploring my attachment to certain
people and places and recognizing elements of what
I value outside of my familiar surroundings."
-Anne Brady '14
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Down
2.This island nation has
more kangaroos than
people.

Across
I.The largest democracy
in the world my population,
this country borders China
and Pakistan.

3.This central asian nation
is home to Ghenghis Khan.

3.This south asian republic
suffered the first modern
genocide, and is called the
first Christian Nation.

7. Established in 1948, this
country is predominantly
Jewish.

5.This nation has the
largest economy in the EU,
and its capital is in Berlin.

9. Over 11% of this country
is covered by glaciers, and
the population is currently
under 330,000.

6.This country is home to
138 pyramids and the Great
Sphinx of Giza.

11.The most populated
country.

10.The largest country in
South America.

12. Bordered by the United
States, this country's
primary language is
Spanish.

13.This country is also
known as the Emerald isle.
14.This democratic nation is
the host of the 2014 Winter
Olympics.
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Crunch Time

By Hunter Jameson
SPORTS EDITOR
Obtaining the No. 1 spot in college
basketball is very difficult throughout
the course of the regular season, but
maintaining it is even harder. The
current No. 1 constantly has a target on
their back and sometimes lose to teams
that they would normally beat with
ease. The pressure tends to be hard to
handle, and it seems like teams would
rather go into March Madness without
the stress of being No. 1. Just like any
high pressure job in the business world,
continuing to do your absolute best
while at the top of an industry requires
a lot of guts.
The Syracuse Orange had been
in this position for a few weeks, and
actually stood at 25-0, which is the best
start in school history. There is usually a
team who makes a run at an undefeated
season, ultimately losing in the final
weeks and all of the hype significantly
lessens. Syracuse had been winning by
the skin of their teeth in recent games,
so a loss seemed inevitable in the near
future.
On Feb. 19, Boston College
upset the Orange in overtime 62-59.
The fact that they lost an undefeated
season at home was a little upsetting
for fans, but one loss would probably
have kept them in the No. 1 spot. The
following game against the No. 5
Duke Blue Devils didn't go as planned
either. After beating Duke three weeks
prior in one of the best games of the
season, the Orange lost 66-60, meaning
two losses in the same week after not
losing for two months. Duke has made
tremendous strides since the first
matchup, moving from No. 17 to No.
5. Potential number one NBA draft
pick Jabari Parker has carried the team
as a freshman, and has earned the right
to be named one of the best players in
the nation. Parker is in the running for
national player of the year, averaging
19.1 points per game and 8.8 rebounds
per game.
With the month of March around
the corner and conference tournaments
quickly approaching, I am getting
excited to see what the postseason has
to offer. There is always that one team
who emerges out of nowhere to make
a run at a championship. Last year,
Florida Gulf Coast was the Cinderella
team that advanced to the Final Four.
In 2011, the Virginia Commonwealth
Rams also made a run to the Final Four,
shocking the nation. Northern Iowa
upset then No. 1 Kansas, who seemed
like the overall favorite to win it all.
I'm interested to see who this year's
underdog will be.
Would you rather start from
the bottom and work your way to a
championship, or be at the top and
try to live up to the expectations by
winning it all? Ity depends on your
personality, or the type players you
have on the team. Personally, I like
surprising people, so a little Cinderella
magic is what I prefer. Pressure can
show your true colors, which can be a
good thing or a bad thing.
In the last week, No. 5 Duke lost
to unranked North Carolina, No. 4 lost
to Arizona State and No. 6 San Diego
State lost to University of New Mexico.
Any of these upsets could easily
happen during the NCAA Tournament,
eliminating what were the best teams
in the country in the blink of an eye.
The Florida Gators are currently the
No.l team and the target is now on
them. The Wichita State Shockers
finds themselves at No. 2 in the nation,
and the only undefeated team left. At
29-0 the Shockers have a good chance
to be one of the top four seeds in the
tournament, but they would pay a huge
price with a loss because their strength
of schedule is not very difficult
compared to the other top 10 teams.
The top 25 rankings could change
a lot by the time the tournament comes
around, especially ^f teams usual
conference powerhouse teams lose in
their conference tournaments. There
are only a certain number of at-large
bids, so every game matters from now
on. The "last four in" and "last four
out" are phrases you will most likely
see on ESPN in the remaining weeks,
meaning the last four teams to make
the tournament and the last four who
are excluded from the list of 64. In
my opinion, the Kentucky Wildcats
will upset Florida in the final regular
season game, so the No. 1 overall spot
will be up for grabs when the NCAA
Tournament seeding begins. The
question is which team feels confident
enough to go in with such pressure, and
who will be that Cinderella?

Louie Lechich celebrates with his teammates after hitting a home run.TheTorero offense scored 58 runs in a four-game series against Northern Kentucky.

Baseball sweeps Northern Kentucky
Toreros improve to 6-1 heading into USD Tonrnament
By Hunter Jameson
SPORTS EDITOR
The Torero
baseball
team
improved to 6-1 with a four game
sweep of the Northern Kentucky
University Norse. Starting on Feb. 21
and continuing through Sunday, the
Torero offense could not be stopped.
The offense put together a staggering
58 runs in just four games, which is one
of the most impressive series' the team
has had in recent years.
Star sophomore pitcher PJ Conlon
started the first game for Toreros, going
a strong seven innings on the mound
while giving up three runs on five hits.
His most impressive statistic came in
the form of nine strikeouts, tying his
career high. Conlon was very efficient
from the third through seventh innings,
retiring 11 straight batters. With the
win, he has now started his Torero
career with a record of 10-1.
The offense started the game
with six runs in the first inning, leaving
the Norse in a huge hole especially
with Conlon pitching. Senior outfielder
Louie Lechich provided the power
with two home runs in the game, giving
him three already this season. Junior
Catcher Connor Joe also has three
home runs, with junior second baseman
Andrew Daniel right behind them with
two. These players are quickly taking
the role as power hitters for this 2014
season. Replacing former Torero great

Kris Bryant's 32 home runs last year
seemed to be slight concern prior to
the start of the season, but Lechich, Joe
and Daniel are picking up right where
Bryant left off.
The starting pitcher for the Norse,
junior Cody Cooper struggled in his
two and two-thirds innings of work. He
allowed 10 earned runs on eleven hits
in that short amount of time, leaving
the rest of the pitching staff in trouble
which included sophomore Alex Bolia,
freshman Garrett Schrantz and junior
Caleb Lonkard. Each pitched in the
remaining seven innings, with none of
them finding any success. The Toreros
went on to win the first game 19-3.
The first game of a doubleheader
on Saturday started approximately at
1 p.m. with sophomore Troy Conyers
pitching for the Toreros. Conyers gave
up two runs in the second inning, one
on a home run by sophomore catcher
Logan Spurlin. The Toreros came right
back in the bottom half of the second,
scoring five runs including a grand
slam by Joe. Conyers pitched four
innings, giving up two earned runs
on five hits but was not given the win
because he was taken out without a
lead. Redshirt sophomore Drew Jacobs
came in relief of Conyers in the fifth
inning and held the Norse to one run in
three innings. Jacobs was the winning
pitcher, while freshman pitcher Adam
Jafine got the loss. Daniel had three hits
and four runs, also tallying a home run
as the Toreros took game two of the

series 13-3.
In game two of the doubleheader,
power hitter Lechich found himself
on the mound as starting pitcher for
the second time this season. Lechich
already got his first win in the opening
series against the New Mexico Lobos
and his success continued. He was very
impressive in six complete innings
without giving up a run. Freshman
pitcher CJ Burdick finished the final
three innings, but Lechich picked up
a well-deserved second victory on the
season.
On offense, Joe led the way going
4-4 with three runs and five RBI's
including his second straight game
with a home run. The Norse pitching
staff had another rough game trying to
stop Joe and company, as sophomore
starting pitcher Aric Harris gave up
eight runs on 10 hits in just four innings.
The Toreros completely dominated
game three, winning in shutout fashion
12-0.

In the final game of the series
on Sunday, Norse was finally able to
provide their pitching staff with runs
early, taking a 5-2 lead in the second
inning. Freshman pitcher Ryan Olson
started for the Toreros, but was only
able to go one and a third innings.
Olson gave up five runs on four hits,
but his offense was able to step up as
usual. By the end of the third inning,
the Toreros had retaken the lead 6-5
and never looked back. Norse starting
pitcher, junior Wendell Wright also

struggled in his three innings of work.
Wright surrendered seven runs on
ten hits, but only three of the runs
were earned. Lechich, Joe and Daniel
carried the offense once again. Lechich
and Joe each had four RBIs, with
Daniel contributing two. The Toreros
completed the four game sweep 14-8.
Lechich, Joe and Daniel have
gotten off to tremendous starts in the
first seven games of the season. Lechich
has a .548 batting average, 11 runs, 17
hits, three home runs and 15 RBIs. Joe
has been equally impressive with a
.444 batting average, 11 runs, 12 hits,
3 home runs and 15 RBIs. Daniel has
taken the role of clean up hitter, which
is the fourth batter in the lineup, and
has lived up to the spot. He is batting
.536 with 15 runs, 15 hits, 2 home runs
and 10 RBIs.
Moving forward, USD will be
hosting a tournament this weekend at
Fowler Park. In preparation for heavy
rainfall on Friday and Saturday, the
first game of the tournament between
USD and the University of North
Carolina- Wilmington has been moved
from Friday at 7 p.m. to 5 p.m. on
Thursday night. The teams competing
in this weekend tournament include:
UNC-Wilmington Seahawks (4-3),
Baylor University Bears (5-2), and UC
Berkeley Bears (5-2). The Toreros will
now start to face tougher competition
and hope to continue the success
they've had in the first seven games.

Upcoming Events
Baseball:
2/27 vs. UNC-Wilmington
2 28 vs Baylor
3/1 vs. Baylor
3/2 vs. UC Berkeley
3/3 vs. UC Berkeley
3/4 at San Diego State

GOT ISSUES?

Men's Basketball:

WE DO.
OF THEM IN FACT.

3/1 at BYU 12:00 p.m.

3/1 vs. BYU 1:00 p.m.

Women's Basketball:
Men's Tennis:
2/27 vs. No. 2 USC 11:00 a.m.
2/27-3/2 Pacific Coast
Doubles

Softball:
San Diego Classic
2/27 vs.Urand Canyon 6:00
2/28 vs. Utah 2:30 p.m.
2/28 vs. Utah State :30 pm.
/1 vs. University of IllinoisIllir
3c'
Chicago 7:00 p.m.
vs. Fresno State 12:30
/4 vs. Lehigh 6:00 p.m.

4

12

WRITERS MEETINGS
SLP 403B Tuesday 12:30

managing@usdvista.com

Women's Tennis:
3/1 vs. South Florida 10 a.m.
3/7 vs. Pacific 1:30 p.m.
3/12 vs. Cal State Fullerton
11:00 a.m.

Men's Golf:
3/10 SD Intercollei jiate Classic
3/11 SD Intercollei jiate Classic
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Left: Senior captain Clarke Spinosa gets ready to hit his forehand against an opponent. Right:The team huddles before a match.TheToreros went 1-1 this weekend at the CarolinaTennis Center.^

Men's Tennis wins one of two on the road
USD beats University of South Florida but falls to South Carolina
By Maya Arrieta
ASST SPORTS EDITOR
The University of San Diego
men's tennis team split a pair of tough
road games over the weekend, taking
on the University of South Florida
and the University of South Carolina
in Columbia, S.C.. The Toreros beat
No. 56 USF, but couldn't overcome
the Gamecocks, falling 3-4 to No.31ranked South Carolina on Sunday.
The weekend brought USD's
season record to 3-3 overall. The loss
caused the Toreros to drop from No. 44
to No. 62 in the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association rankings. The matches
came after a three-week break for the
team, after their Feb. 8 match against
California Polytechnic State University
was canceled due to inclement
weather.
Despite the team's loss Sunday,
several Torero players had successful
weekends
individually.
Doubles

partners junior Ciaran Fitzgerald and
junior Andrew Raphaelson continued
their winning streak, moving to a
perfect 5-0 on the season. Fitzgerald
has an outstanding season so far, and
was named USD Muscle Milk Student
Athlete of the Week for the week of
Jan. 27 to Feb. 2.
Another USD doubles duo,
freshman Filip Vittek and senior team
captain Clarke Spinosa, improved their
record to 6-3 over the weekend, rose
to No. 30 in the ITA doubles rankings
released Tuesday. The new ranking was
an 18-spot jump from their previous
standing. The two entered the top 50
at No. 48 on Feb. 11, after they beat
UCLA's No. 9 pair Marcos Giron and
Makenzie McDonald at the Sherwood
Collegiate Cup in January. They had
another impressive win when they
topped University of South Florida's
No.22-ranked Ignacio Gonzales-Muniz
and Oliver Pramming on Feb. 22.
Spinosa is already having an
impressive season. He now sits at

No. 61 on the ITA's national singles
rankings, and is playing at both the
team's No.l singles and doubles spot
this season. He finished the fall season
with a 6-2 record in season play,
including winning the championship
at the Harvard Chowder Fest in
September, Spinosa came into the
season predicted to be one of the West
Coast Conference's best players. He
was one of six players to be named
to the all-conference preseason team,
and was the only USD player to be
selected. He was also named to the AllWCC First Team for the 2012-2013
season, and is currently on pace to set
the record for the most singles wins in
USD's program history.
The Toreros entered the 2014
spring season with high expectations.
The team was picked second in the
West Coast Conference preseason poll
behind Pepperdine University. The
team received two first-place votes
from the conference coaches in the
poll, which was released on Jan. 27.

Urban Dictionary
definition of a writer:

The program has risen to new heights
in the past years under fifth-year Head
Coach Brett Masi, who led the Toreros
to their third straight top-40 finish last
season.
This week, the Toreros face a
challenge as they host the University of

IFHEMIL

M

Southern California, which is currently
ranked at No. 2. The Toreros have been
undefeated through their first two home
games against UC San Diego and UC
Irvine, and will look to continue that
streak with a win over the Trojans on
Feb. 27.
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Toreros upset Gonzaga for first time since 2008
Men 's basketball gains momentum heading into WCC Tournament
GONZAGA, continued from front
page

senior forward who scored 18
points in addition to 15 rebounds.
Karnowski and Dower were able to
convert on many easy shots from
close range, leading them to make a
combined 16 of 21 field goals. Junior
guard Gary Bell also chipped in with
11 points of his own.
For the Toreros it was junior
guard Johnny Dee leading the way
offensively with 16 points, his
eleventh straight game scoring at
least 10 points. Post players Kok and
Kramer each contributed nine points,
and sophomore guard Duda Sanadze
added 15 points in his 28 minutes
off the bench. The Toreros got 23 of
their 69 points from the free throw
line,, with seven players attempting
at least four free throws. They also

recorded nine steals and forced 13 total
turnovers against a Gonzaga team that
is normally very fundamentally sound.
The high turnover total did not allow
the Bulldogs to get into a rhythm on
offense, thanks in large part to the
phenomenal defense played by Dee
and his backcourt mate junior point
guard Christopher Anderson, who had
four steals. The two were able to hold
Gonzaga junior guard Kevin Pangos
to a lowly four points, well below his
team-leading average of 14 per game.
The students at the JCP were
rewarded for their attendance with the
chance to storm the court. Players were
engulfed by a sea of crazed students
eager to celebrate a momentous win.
Close losses this season against San
Diego State University Aztecs and in
the earlier meeting against Gonzaga in
Spokane made the players hungry for a
big time win.
"Since I've been here we've had
so many opportunities, close games

n

with good teams where it would have
been a great upset for us. To finally
get over the hump and beat a Top 25
team and have the students rush, what a
great experience," senior guard Johnny
Dee said. Dee was the game's leading
scorer.
The Toreros will hope to use this
victory to carry momentum into the
future. They will finish the regular
season at home on Saturday, Mar.
1 against the BYU Cougars before
traveling to Las Vegas for the West
Coast Conference starting on Mar. 6.
Gonzaga will finish their season on the
road against University of the Pacific
Tigers and St. Mary's College Gaels,
hoping to lock up the No. 1 seed for
the WCC tournament. The Toreros will
most likely need to win the tournament
to have any chance of qualifying for
March Madness, something they have
not done since 2008.

Toreros defeat Gonzaga 69-66 behind strong performances from #1 Johnny Dee, #15Thomas Jacobs , #33 Jito Kok and #10 Duda Sanadze

